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ABSTRACT

The increasing data demands from high-performance computing applications significantly accelerate the capacity, capability and reliability requirements of storage systems. As
systems scale, component failures and repair times increase,
significantly impacting data availability. A wide array of
decision points must be balanced in designing such systems.
We propose a systematic approach that balances and optimizes both initial and continuous spare provisioning based
on a detailed investigation of the anatomy and field failure
data analysis of extreme-scale storage systems. We consider
the component failure characteristics and its cost and impact at the system level simultaneously. We build a tool
to evaluate different provisioning schemes, and the results
demonstrate that our optimized provisioning can reduce the
duration of data unavailability by as much as 52% under
a fixed budget. We also observe that non-disk components
have much higher failure rates than disks, and warrant careful considerations in the overall provisioning process.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Provisioning an extreme-scale storage system needs to factor in a variety of goals such as capacity, performance and
availability, while adhering to a fixed price point. While each
individual target is important, what is even more critical is
how they are reconciled with each other towards a practical
solution. Some examples of extreme-scale deployments include the Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility’s (OLCF) Spider I and II storage systems, Livermore Computing
Center’s Sequoia storage system [2] and Riken Advanced
Institute for Computational Science’s K-Computer storage
system [25]. Let us consider OLCF’s Spider I and II Lustrebased parallel file systems, which were among the world’s
fastest Lustre storage systems at the time of their deployments, and intended for the Jaguar (No. 1 on the June 2010
Top500 list [31]) and Titan (No. 2 on the current Top500
list [31]) supercomputers, respectively. Spider I offered 10
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PB of capacity, using 13,440 1 TB drives, organized in RAID
6 arrays, delivering 240 GB/s; Spider II offers 40 PB of capacity, using 20,160 2 TB drives, using RAID 6, delivering 1
TB/s aggregate throughput. It is seldom the case that such
configurations are readily arrived at by either the customer
or the vendor. In fact, storage system designers negotiate
such terms with vendors during the procurement process,
based on broad targets derived from user requirements and a
desire to provide a certain quality of service to users. Provisioning is therefore a complex reconciliation process between
often competing goals.
Large-scale storage systems are often built with scalable
system units (SSU). These basic building blocks are replicated to meet the required capacity, performance and availability targets. Oftentimes, during the initial provisioning
stage, system designers need to optimize the configuration
under a fixed budget. These configuration options include
(but not limited to) optimizing the number of SSUs for capacity and performance; selecting a drive type and/or size
while balancing capacity, performance and rebuild times; eliminating single points of failures, and increasing system
redundancy.
From a day-to-day operations view point, the focus shifts to maintaining system health and minimizing data unavailability and loss incidents. One effective way to increase
both system and data availability is to reduce the time spent
in repairing and replacing failed components. This can be
achieved by having an on-site spare parts pool. However,
uniformly provisioning spare parts for all hardware components is neither cost effective nor practical. Therefore, a
critical concern in extreme-scale storage system deployment
and management is designing and implementing an effective
spare provisioning policy.
These are but a few design and operational constraints
to be considered. However, system designers are left with
back of the envelope calculations and rules of thumb when
it comes to such provisioning decisions. There are no models, simulations or tools that designers can use to plug in
parameters, and answer such what-if scenarios.
Contributions: In this paper, we address these provisioning challenges that storage system designers face by
building tools that can help reconcile key figures of merit, and answer what-if scenarios. Our study and the tools are primarily intended for storage system architects, administrators and procurement teams, for their provisioning
needs. We present a quantitative analysis on provisioning a
large-scale HPC storage system. Our results shed light on
the following: the components that affect cost, performance

and capacity; the components that are most important in
building a performance-oriented storage system; and the effect redundancy among components has on the reliability
of the overall system and its cost-effectiveness. In particular, we show that the I/O controller and disk enclosures
play a more dominant role than disk drives in building a
high-performance, cost-effective HPC storage system. We
also show that it is more cost-efficient to saturate the I/O
controllers of one SSU before scaling out. Scaling up SSUs
without saturating the controllers may potentially save disk
drive costs, but increases the overall cost significantly while
decreasing the system reliability. In order to ensure a highly available operational experience, we also build a dynamic
optimization model for continuous spare provisioning. Our
results demonstrate that the model is not only able to minimize the number of unavailability events, but also reduce
the window of data unavailability.

2.

THE GENERAL APPROACH

The design and procurement of extreme-scale storage systems are complex in nature. When faced with multi-faceted
considerations, system designers usually cope with the challenges by adopting an ad hoc process that is a combination
of back of the envelope calculations and the reliance on past
experiences. The end result may make sense, but they are
difficult to reason, with little or no quantifiable justification.
In this paper, we take a more systematic approach by focusing on three key issues in designing such a system, namely
availability, capability (performance) and capacity, under a
fixed cost constraint. In particular, we divide the provisioning process into two phases, namely initial provisioning
and continuous provisioning. Our operational experience
suggests that designing for the second phase should receive
equal, if not more attention since the shelf life of an extremescale storage system tends to be five years or even longer.
As can be seen in Table 1, the two phases also place different
emphasis regarding the aforementioned key characteristics.
Note that in both cases, we consider the total cost of ownership to be fixed.

Initial Provisioning
Continuous Provisioning

Performance

Capacity

Availability

Spare Parts


Fixed


Fixed




Fixed


Table 1: Provisioning approaches. Check marks indicate the
performance metrics that will be optimized in each phase,
while “fixed” indicates the constraints during each phase.
The provisioning of the initial system deployment is primarily based on the understanding of the trade-offs among
cost, performance and capacity. While cost remains the primary constraint, it is not the case that simply buying faster
disks will yield the best performance for a given budget.
This is because of the complex building structures of an
HPC storage system, as well as how different components
affect the performance, cost and reliability of the whole system. We quantify these trade-offs in Section 4.
Since the component characteristics in storage systems
change over time, achieving high data availability requires
continuous provisioning and deployment. For instance, when
an extreme-scale storage system is initially deployed, all
components are new, but as time goes by, some components
fail and get replaced, which changes their performance or
reliability characteristics. If spare parts have been provi-

sioned, and readily available before the failure, the replacement and repair of these faulty parts could be completed
quickly, significantly reducing the possibility of data unavailability. Moreover, as failed components are replaced by
spare parts, the system contains both new and aging components. Thus, the reliability status of the system during
operations is different from the one at the time of initial
deployment. Therefore, the spare provisioning policies for
continuous operations should also be different.
For both initial and continuous provisioning, a series of
what-if questions based on system capacity, capability and
component reliability characteristics need to be answered.
In the following sections, we will discuss three essential pieces
to support our study in answering these questions. First,
we present an anatomy of a large-scale storage system that
serves both as a background and a review of current practice.
Second, we present a thorough analysis of field failure data
collected from a production storage system. Our analysis
shows that the failure trend over time provides more insight
than vendor-supplied reliability metrics. Third, we present
a generic provisioning tool for storage systems, which is used
as a foundation for studying and evaluating our initial and
continuous provisioning models.

3.

THE BUILDING BLOCKS

Building an effective provisioning mechanism requires a
clear understanding of the past and present characteristics,
as well as the expected future state of a given system. In
this section, we describe the foundational building blocks that enable us to explore, model and experiment with
the proposed initial and continuous provisioning methods.
First, we dissect an extreme-scale storage system, provide
a perspective on how large-scale storage systems are built
from scratch, and discuss the lessons learned in the process.
We then analyze a multi-year field failure dataset from an
extreme-scale storage system. This dataset provides not only a detailed view on the storage system’s reliability and
availability characteristics, but also insights and parametric
inputs to the follow-on provisioning tool and experimental
design. Finally, we describe the design and implementation
of the provisioning tool, and analyze how to leverage the
tool to answer several provisioning questions in sections 4
and 5.

3.1

Anatomy of a Large-Scale Storage System

Extreme-scale storage systems are built using SSUs for
ease of design, procurement, deployment, management and
maintenance. An SSU consists of all required components to
build a stand alone file system. In order to reach the design
targets, multiple SSUs are acquired and deployed. SSU examples include block-level storage systems (e.g. DDN SFA
series [5], IBM DS series [14], NetApp FAS series [18]) or filesystem level appliances (e.g. Seagate ClusterStor9000 [29]
or Panasas ActiveStor [19]).
As an example of an extreme-scale storage system, we
present the architecture of OLCF’s Spider I. The design targets and specifications of Spider I are well documented [30].
Spider I was deployed in 2008, and remained operational until 2013, serving the Jaguar supercomputer that was No. 1
on the Top500 list of machines in June 2010. At the time
of deployment, Spider I was announced as the fastest and
largest known Lustre parallel file system in the world. We
use Spider I as a case study for our work as its field fail-

ure data is publicly available [33]. Spider I was built using
48 SSUs, each one consisted of a DDN S2A9900 controller
couplet [4], with 280 1 TB SATA disks configured in 5 disk
enclosures. Each couplet was connected to 4 file system
servers. Spider I offered an aggregate system performance
of 240 GB/s, and provided over 10 PB of RAID 6 formatted
capacity, using 13,440 SATA disks and 192 file system servers. It served more than 26,000 file system clients from several
clusters and the Jaguar supercomputer. Each Spider I DDN
couplet was composed of two singlets. Host-side interfaces
in each singlet was populated with two dual-port 4x DDR
IB HCAs. The back-end disks were connected via ten SAS
links on each singlet. For a SATA based system, these SAS
links connected to expander modules within each disk shelf.
The expanders then connected to SAS-to-SATA adapters on
each drive. All components had redundant paths. Each singlet and disk tray had dual power-supplies where one power
supply was powered by the house power and the other by
the UPS. Figure 1 illustrates the internal architecture of a
Spider I DDN S2A9900 couplet.
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Number
2
2

IDs
15-16
1-2

Unit
Cost ($)
10,000
2,000

Vendor
AFR
4.64%
0.83%

Actual
AFR
16.25%
4.38%

5
5

27-31
3-7

15,000
2,000

0.23%
0.08%

1.17%
8.50%

7
10
40

8-14
17-26
32-71

1,000
1,500
500

3.85%
0.38%
0.23%

NA
0.92%
0.29%

20
280

72-91
92-371

800
100

0.23%
0.88%

NA
0.39%

Table 2: FRUs in one scalable storage unit

3.2.2

Field Failure Data

Besides the vendor-provided metrics, system administrators typically maintain field-gathered failure and replacement data. Such information is much closer to the reality
than vendor provided reliability metrics. In fact, by analyzing the field-gathered failure data of storage systems,
several existing studies have shown that the failure rates of
disk drives and other hardware components can vary over
time [11, 22].
The failure and replacement data for Spider I was collected
from all of the 48 SSUs during its 5-year operational period.
The dataset contains timestamps when device replacement
was needed. We first count the number of failures of each
type of FRU during 5 years, and then calculate their actual
AFRs. The results are summarized in Table 2. Below is a
list of the key findings:
Finding 1. The actual annual failure rate (AFR) of Spider I disks is only 0.39% – much smaller than what has been
reported in previous studies [26]. It is hard to generalize this
as the environment, testing conditions and vendors are quite
different. Efficient facilities support, e.g., better power and
cooling infrastructure, might be a factor here. However, it is
not possible to quantitatively establish a causal relationship
between operating conditions and disk drive failure rate.

Disk Enclosure 2
... Disk Enclosure 5

Figure 1: Spider I S2A 9900 architecture

3.2

Field-gathered Failure Data Analysis

In this section, we analyze the field gathered failure data
of different hardware components used in the Spider I file
system at OLCF, and provide an account of the key findings
learned through the process.

3.2.1

Vendor Provided Reliability Metrics

System vendors often provide AFR (annual failure rate)
or MTTF (mean time to failure) of each type of FRU (field
replaceable unit). As stated earlier, Spider I consists of 48
SSUs, and the AFRs of the FRUs are listed in Table 2.
Vendor provided reliability metrics can be used to derive a
coarse-grained estimation of a storage subsystem’s reliability. As an example, one model that has been widely used to
estimate the data availability of disk redundancy groups is
continuous Markov chain, which has an underlying assumption that the failure rates of disk drives are constant (time
independent) [3, 10, 20, 27]. With such a model, the vendorprovided metrics, AFRs and MTTF, can be used to establish
the failure model of each disk drive, which assumes that the
time to failure of disk drives is an exponential distribution.

Finding 2. Aggressive burn-out tests at the time of system deployment help eliminate potential problematic or slower disks early on, which improves the overall aggregate
parallel performance. It also keeps the disk AFR low by removing potential problematic disks from the population.
On the point of stress testing and slow disk identification,
there are no community standards for this process. Our
method involved individually stressing each SSU, and identifying the slowest disk RAID groups. Then, we exercised
those groups separately, and collected latency statistics on
the disks individually. This process should be performed
during initial deployment, and repeated periodically to keep
a healthy and uniformly performing disk population. Our
records indicate that the AFR before the acceptance of the
Spider I system was much higher (2.2%). Our early testing
helped remove close to 200 slow or bad disks. This resulted
in a much lower AFR during production (0.39%).
Finding 3. Non-disk components of Spider I have higher
AFRs than vendor provided metrics.
While this comes as a surprise, it also suggests that future
studies should carefully model and account for the reliability
of non-disk components as they contribute heavily towards
the overall reliability of the system.
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Figure 2: Distribution of time between device replacements for different types of FRUs in Spider I
Next, we derive the empirical, cumulative distribution
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observation indicates that in reality the failure rate of disk
drives could be neither constant nor monotonically increasing or decreasing, which differs from what is usually assumed
Figure 3: Framework of the provisioning tool
by many existing studies [7, 8, 11, 28].
Finding 4. Disk drive failures can be more accurately modeled by joining two different distributions.
FRU replacement times for Spider I have not been recorded or shared with the public. However, it was stated that
most of these replacements were completed within 24 hours,
if spare parts were available on-site. If there were no spare
parts on-site, a replacement was awaited, and usually took
at least 7 days [21].

3.3

Storage System Provisioning Tool

Based on our understanding of the architecture of extremescale storage systems and failure data obtained from the field
and vendors for Spider I, we have built a generic provisioning tool to study how different provisioning policies impact
data availability.

3.3.1

Design Considerations

A large-scale storage system is often composed of thousands of FRUs, and the failure dependencies between them
are complex. Specifically, one FRU’s failure might have a

cascading effect on other FRUs, as there is often a correlation between the failures of closely-coupled hardware components in a storage system. For example, a disk enclosure’s
failure might lead to the unavailability of hundreds of disk
drives. Inspired by a conventional diagrammatic method for
modeling the reliability of complex systems called the reliability block diagram (RBD) [24], we build a provisioning
tool, which can estimate not only the number of failures
during a certain period of operation for each type of FRU,
but also the system-level reliability by analyzing the failure
propagation.
As shown in Figure 3, in phase 1, the failure events of each
type of FRU are randomly generated based on the reliability characteristics, which are determined by vendor-provided
metrics, historical failure data and the provisioning policies
used. Thereafter, the failure events are randomly allocated
to FRUs that belong to the same type, and logged throughout each FRU’s life cycle. In phase 2, the framework extracts the failure dependencies from all FRUs, and builds
an RBD based on the topology of the storage system. For
example, the RBD of the SSU in Table 2 is shown in Figure 4, where each block is assigned a unique ID to represent
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Table 3: Parameter settings of the provisioning tool
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Figure 4: RBD of a scalable storage unit
an FRU (for the convenience of using graph algorithms, we
create a dummy block that does not represent any real FRU
as the root (block 0) of all blocks in the RBD). In the RBD,
the reliability of each block depends on its parents, while
determining that of its children. Given all such extracted
failure dependencies, our tool synthesizes the results across
all components, and provides detailed information on the
estimates of the various metrics of interest, e.g., the average
number of failed FRUs, events leading to data unavailability
or data loss and for how long.

3.3.2

Implementation and Validation

As stated in Section 3.2, for each type of FRU, we fit the
empirical data of the time between device replacements in
Spider I to four different distributions. In order to choose
the best parameter settings for the provisioning tool, we
apply the Chi-squared test [12] to determine the probability
distribution and corresponding parameters that are more realistic to generate the failure events. To generate the repair
time, we use the exponential distribution with two different
mean values, 24 hours for FRUs with a spare part and 168
hours (7 days) for those that do not. In certain cases, when
the repair time is much longer, the provisioning tool will be
even more critical to improve the overall performance, as
an unoptimized provisioning strategy could lead to a much

longer window of vulnerability and higher probability of data unavailability. The chosen distributions and parameters
are listed in Table 3.
An interesting fact worth noting in Table 3 is the distribution parameter settings for generating disk drive failure
events. As our analysis of disk failure data reveals (see Figure 2(d)), when the time between disk replacements is relatively small (less than 200 hours), a Weibull distribution
with decreasing failure rate is a better fit; with the time between disk replacements increasing, the failure rate becomes
stable, and an exponential distribution fits the empirical data better. Therefore, we use a method called inverse transform sampling [6] to generate disk failure events so that the
time between failures fits a crafted distribution, which is actually a join of a Weibull distribution with decreasing failure
rate and an exponential distribution with constant failure
rate.
After a failure event of a specific FRU type is generated, it
will be randomly allocated to an attribute device belonging
to that FRU type in the system, and logged as a failure of
that device. A random repair time will then be generated
and logged for that device so that we can derive all its failure
time intervals for the operational period. Once the failure
logs of all devices for the operational period are obtained, the
tool will synthesize them based on the RBD to derive the
duration of temporary data unavailability and permanent
data loss. For example, in the RBD shown in Figure 4,
if the execution results indicate all parents of an FRU are
down during a time period, the FRU is tagged as unavailable
no matter what its own results are during the same time
interval.
During the 5-year operation of Spider I, we only observed
two data unavailability events. The lack of empirical data
makes it difficult to validate our tool on system-level data
availability. However, we can validate the results of each
type of FRU using the field-gathered failure data. As listed
in Table 4, we compare the number of failures of each type of
FRU observed in the empirical data against the results from
the provisioning tool during a 5-year period (we run the tool
10,000 times, and calculated the average number of failures).
We can see that the results of our tool approximates to the
empirical data, which demonstrates its accuracy.

Component Type
Controller
House Power Supply
(Controller)
Disk Enclosure
House Power Supply
(Disk Enclosure)
I/O Module
Disk
Expansion
Module (DEM)
Disk Drive

# of Total
Units
96
96

Empirical
# of Failures
78
21

Estimated
# of Failures
79
27

Estimation
Error
1.04%
6.25%

240
240

14
102

20
105

2.5%
1.25%

480
1920

22
28

24
42

0.42%
0.73%

13440

264

338

0.55%

Table 4: Validation on FRU failures estimation

4.

INITIAL PROVISIONING

Provisioning an HPC storage system for initial deployment involves understanding the tradeoffs between performance, cost, capacity and reliability. Often times, system
architects are provided with a fixed budget for an initial acquisition and deployment, with an emphasis on optimizing
for performance and capacity. Reliability characteristics at
the SSU-level or at the system-level are also factored in during this phase, with vendor support and spare part pools
as the primary vehicles for maintaining system reliability.
In this section, we attempt to reconcile these factors for an
initial deployment, and study their interplay.
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Optimizing for performance: Each SSU can achieve a theoretical peak performance that is primarily determined by
the type of the I/O controller and the number of disks in each
SSU. An SSU does not necessarily have to be 100% populated (in terms of the number of disks it can accommodate)
in order to achieve its peak I/O performance. Therefore,
the overall performance of a storage system, consisting of
multiple SSUs, can be expressed as:
Performance = NSSU ∗max(SSUP erf , DSSU ∗BWdisk ), (1)

where NSSU is the number of SSUs in the system, SSUP erf
is the peak performance of one SSU, DSSU is the number of
disks in one SSU and BWdisk is the bandwidth achievable
from one disk. Equation 1 can be optimized independently for sequential or random I/O workloads. However, the
selected workload should reflect the design parameters of
the storage system and represent the expected production
environment.
The cost of the storage system is the sum of the cost of all
components (as listed in Table 2, with their respective price
points per unit). The capacity of the whole system can be
expressed as:
Capacity = DSSU ∗ NSSU

(2)

Impact of number of disks and disk capacity on the overall
cost and performance: While investigating how these factor into building an HPC storage system, we concluded that
disk prices do not have the first order impact on provisioning
a cost-effective or high-performance storage system. This is
mainly because disks constitute only 15-20% of the cost of
one SSU. Therefore, when designing a storage system with
performance as the primary objective, it is optimal to buy
as many SSUs as possible before optimizing or negotiating
for disk price or capacity. Once the number of SSUs are
fixed (i.e., the peak achievable performance point is fixed),
it remains unclear how the number of disks and the storage
capacity per disk affect the cost and capacity of the overall
system. To study that, next we present a case study where
we set performance goals as 200 GB/s and 1 TB/s, and build
a storage system with the SSU as characterized by Table 2
and Figure 1. Note that, our results assume specific parameters for disks and other components of the SSUs, but the
same study can be carried out for other chosen parameters.
We assumed that each disk can provide 200 MB/s of
bandwidth, therefore 200 such disks are enough to saturate
one SSU (assuming a 40 GB/s peak I/O bandwidth per controller pair). Each SSU in our case accommodates up to 300
disks, therefore buying any disks beyond 200 is equivalent to buying more capacity. Also, filling an SSU with less
than 200 disks (the number of disks that saturate our SSU)
always resulted in lower performance per unit price. The
underlying reason is that other components of an SSU significantly dominate the cost of the whole system compared
to the disks. Therefore, we focus on how filling an SSU with
200 to 300 disks changes the cost and capacity of the system
(Figure 5 and 6). We consider two types of disks (1TB and
6TB, with same I/O performance bandwidth but different
costs: 100 and 300 USD, respectively). As expected, the
relationship is linear in terms of performance and capacity. It is worth noting that the relative increase in the cost
of the system is very modest when going from 200 to 300
disks. However, the difference between the choice of 1 TB
disks vs 6 TB disks may itself bring cost differences of over
$50K (Figure 6).
Finding 5. The I/O controller and disk enclosures play
a more dominant role than disk drives in building a highperformance, cost-effective storage system. It is more costefficient to saturate the I/O controllers of one SSU before
scaling out if performance is the highest design priority.
One may also note that there are availability and reliability issues involved in increasing the number of disks. However, we want to point out that the MTBF of an SSU is not

affected significantly by increasing the number of disks from
200 to 300. Vendor-provided statistics listed in Table 2 as
well as the field-collected failure data indicate that the peripheral components have lower MTBF than disks. Also,
redundancy schemes (e.g. RAID 6) significantly decrease
the probability of an interruption. However, there may be
cases of multiple concurrent disk failures in the same RAID
group, which may necessitate a rebuild process. In such a
scenario, 1 TB disks are better than 6 TB disks as rebuilding is faster for the same amount of disk space that needs
to be reconstructed. This is because the bandwidth does
not change significantly across these disk types for a given
family of disks. We believe this assumption will be valid for
the near future. Of course, there are technologies that can
improve the dynamics of disk redundancy or rebuild process.
However, such new technologies are slow to penetrate the storage market. Parity declustering, as an example, substantially reduces the rebuild window by distributing data and
redundancy stripes over a number of disks [13]. It was first
proposed more than two decades ago, and today there are
only two products in the HPC storage market that support
the parity declustering feature. Based on our experience, we
are not predicting a disruptive change to this dynamic.
Effect of increasing disks/SSU on availability and the provisioning budget: Next, we study how the increase in cost
due to extra capacity affects the reliability of the system.
If the increase in the number of disks also significantly decreases the spare provisioning budget, then perhaps even
this moderate increase in cost is not acceptable. Using the
provisioning tool (Section 3.3), we calculate the number of
events when data becomes unavailable in a 1 TB/s system
(25 SSUs) for a period of 5 years if no provisioning policy
is applied. Based on the disk failure rate calculated from
the failure data, we also estimate the potential cost of disk
replacement for a 1 TB/s system during a 5-year period. As
can be seen in Figure 7, the number of data unavailability
events and disk replacement cost increase with the number
of disks per SSU.

the system. However, in reality the budget is always limited, and we can only provision a limited number of spares.
Therefore, the goal of continuous provisioning policy is to
explore such dynamics under constraints.

Finding 6. Fixed initial provisioning can be optimal from
cost efficiency and capacity perspectives. However, it alone
is not sufficient for improving the reliability dynamics. A
well-designed, continuous provisioning policy is needed to
maintain the system’s data availability requirement under
a fixed provisioning budget. This is also true if we plan to
increase the disks/SSU for extra capacity.

Finding 7. The 5-disk enclosure architecture of Spider I
was selected for minimizing the cost. However, this selection
resulted in lower data availability. This was a lesson learned
from the Spider I experience, and rectified in Spider II by
switching to a 10-disk enclosure configuration.
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Figure 7: Number of data unavailable events and potential
disk replacement cost for 1 TB/s systems (25 SSUs).

5.

CONTINUOUS PROVISIONING

Ideally, if we have an unlimited budget for spare provisioning, we can provide unlimited spares for each component in

5.1

Ad Hoc Provisioning

To the best of our knowledge, most of the provisioning
policies used in large-scale HPC storage systems are ad hoc,
and are based on system administrators’ intuition and experiences. We use Spider I to illustrate the ad hoc policies.
As listed in Table 2, vendor-provided statistics for Spider I
indicate that controllers have the highest failure rate among
all FRUs, which can also be verified by the actual device replacement data. Thus, the first intuitive provisioning policy
would be to provision as many controller spares as possible
for a given provisioning budget. However, the controllerfirst provisioning policy does not improve the system data
availability significantly when compared against not provisioning any budget for spares at all, as the two controllers in
the same SSU are configured as a fail-over pair in the Spider
I architecture. Only when both of them are down simultaneously does it lead to data unavailability, which is a rare
event in practice.
The deficiency of the controller-first provisioning policy
suggests that the built-in hardware redundancy might have
more impact on data availability compared to the component failure rates. In other words, if the hardware redundancies
are not well-designed, it could make the system more vulnerable to failures of some devices (also observed in Spider
I). As shown in figures 1 and 4, the failure of a disk enclosure causes two disks in the same RAID group to become
unavailable simultaneously. On the other hand, all the other
FRUs combined will lead to at most one disk unavailability
in each RAID group. This means that the storage system
is more vulnerable to disk enclosure failures. Therefore, a
more effective ad hoc provisioning policy for Spider I is to
provide spares for disk enclosures first.

Based on the analysis of the system architecture and the
redundancy characteristics of Spider I, we realized that most
potential data unavailability scenarios could be caused by simultaneous failures of different types of FRUs (e.g., a disk
enclosure failure coupled with a double power supply failure on another enclosure). If the budget is allocated for
provisioning a specific type of FRU first, there might not
be enough left to maintain spares for other types of FRU,
which could negatively impact the data availability. Thus,
neither controller-first nor enclosure-first provisioning policy is optimal. We will introduce our optimized dynamic
spare provisioning model in the next section, and compare
our model with the ad hoc provisioning policies in Section
5.3.

5.2

Dynamic Spare Provisioning Model

Our proposed model aims to optimize the spare provisioning policy for large-scale storage systems in order to achieve
high data availability, given a limited provisioning budget.

N
FRUi
fi (x)
Fi (x)
hi (x)
MTBFi
MTTRi
τi
tfi ail
tcur
tnext
mi
bi
B

Number of types of FRU in system
i-th type of FRU
PDF of time between failures of FRUi
CDF of time between failures of FRUi
Hazard rate of FRUi
Mean time between failures of FRUi
Mean time to repair of FRUi
Delay caused by waiting for a new FRUi to be delivered
Time point when last failure of FRUi occurred
Current time when we need to update the spare pool
Next time when we need to update the spare pool
Impact FRUi has on data unavailability
Unit price of FRUi
Annual budget for spare provisioning

atively longer compared to the mean time between failures,
this formula cannot give an accurate estimation. This is because, once a failure occurs between tcur and tnext , which
is very possible because of the short mean time between
failures, the hazard rate should increase. Therefore, for a
Weibull distribution, if
Z tnext −tf ail
i
tnext − tcur
>
hi (x)dx,
(5)
f ail
MTBFi
cur
t
−t
i

we can use

Table 5: Notations of Symbols

yi =

The notations of all the symbols used in this section are
listed in Table 5.

5.2.1

Intuition and Assumption

The impact each FRU has on system availability is usually determined by two factors: its own reliability (e.g., some
FRUs fail less often than others, or can be repaired more
quickly) and the system architecture (e.g., in Spider I, as
the lack of hardware redundancy makes the system more
vulnerable to disk enclosure failures, disk enclosures have
more impact on data availability). However, few existing
ad hoc provisioning policies focus on these two factors simultaneously. Therefore, the basic idea behind our spare
provisioning optimization model is to quantify both of these
factors, and allocate more budget towards provisioning spare parts for FRUs that have more impact on the data
availability of the storage system.
The assumption we made about the provisioning budget
is simple but realistic. Specifically, at the beginning of each
year, system administrators get a fixed budget that we call
the annual budget, and use it to prepare spares for different
FRUs according to a specific provisioning policy.

5.2.2

Reliability Characteristics of Different FRUs

Since we already have the field-gathered failure data and
vendor-provided AFR, quantifying the reliability of each type
of FRU is easy. We obtain the probability density function
(PDF) of the time between the failures of a type of FRU
by fitting the failure data. Thereafter, we can estimate the
number of failures of such a type of FRU that will occur
during a future period. For example, we use fi (x) to denote the PDF of the time between failures
R x of FRUi , then
the CDF can be calculated as Fi (x) = 0 fi (t)dt. Based on
this definition, the hazard rate of FRUi is given as:
hi (x) =

fi (x)
1 − Fi (x)

(3)

Let us assume the last failure of FRUi occurred at time
tfi ail . We need to estimate the number of failures, yi , of
FRUi between the current time, tcur , when the spare pool is
being updated and the next time, tnext , the spare pool will
need an update. This is given as follows:
Z tnext −tf ail
i
yi =
hi (x)dx
(4)
f ail

tcur −ti

The above formula can estimate the expected number of
failures between tcur and tnext accurately if the time between the failures fits an exponential distribution, which has
a time-independent hazard rate. However, for a Weibull distribution, if the time between updating the spare pool is rel-

tnext − tcur
,
MTBFi

(6)

instead of (4), where MTBFi is the mean time between failure of FRUi . Given the PDF of the time between failures
R ∞ of FRUi , fi (x), MTBFi can be calculated by solving
xfi (x)dx.
0
In Spider I, if no spare part was available on-site, a device
replacement will be delayed by at least 7 days. If we use
MTTRi to denote the mean time to repair of FRUi when spare parts are available on-site, τi to denote the delay caused
by waiting for a new FRUi to be delivered, then the total
time spent on replacing FRUi is MTTRi + τi , if there is no
spare on-site when the replacement is required.

5.2.3

Impact of System Architecture on Availability

To quantify the impact of the system architecture on data availability, we need to analyze the physical structure of
the system, and derive failure dependencies between the different FRUs. Here we consider one SSU of Spider I as an
example. All FRUs of this SSU are listed in Table 2.
The RBD illustrates the failure dependencies between the
different FRUs. By analyzing the structure of the RBD, we
can derive the impact each FRU has on the data unavailability of the storage system. For instance, each RAID group
in the SSU in Figure 4 contains 10 disk drives, which are
organized as RAID level 6, and can tolerate 2 disk failures.
Each leaf block represents a disk drive, and there are 16 different paths from one leaf block to the root. On each of
these 16 paths, if one FRU fails, that path will be unavailable. If and only if all of these 16 paths are unavailable,
the associated disk drive will become unavailable. If more
than 2 disk drives in one RAID group are unavailable, a data unavailability occurs. In fact, the more available paths
each RAID group has, the more reliable each RAID group
is. Therefore, we can quantify the impact of each FRU on
data unavailability by counting the number of paths that
will become unavailable in one RAID group, if such an FRU
has been removed from the RBD.
Specifically, since triple-disk unavailability in one RAID 6
group leads to data unavailability, we only count unavailable
paths of each triple-disk combination in one RAID group.
For example, failure of one controller makes every disk in
one RAID group lose 8 paths, while the failure of one disk
enclosure only makes two disks in one RAID group totally
unavailable (each loses 16 paths). Therefore, we use 8 × 3 =
24 as the impact of a controller, while 16 × 2 = 32 as that
of a disk enclosure. Table 6 shows the impact of each FRU
quantified in this way.

5.2.4

Optimization Model and Dynamic Provisioning Algorithm

In order to maximize data availability, our optimization

Controller
House Power Supply (Controller)
UPS Power Supply (Controller)
Disk Enclosure
House Power Supply (Disk Enclosure)
UPS Power Supply (Disk Enclosure)
I/O Module
Disk Expansion Module (DEM)
Baseboard
Disk Drive

Quantified Impact
24
12
12
32
16
16
16
8
16
16

Algorithm 1 Spare Provisioning Algorithm

Table 6: Quantified impact of each type of FRU
model tries to minimize the total unavailable time of the endto-end paths that belong to each triple-disk combination of
a RAID group in the RBD. For example, as we mentioned
above, one disk enclosure failure makes a triple-disk combination in one RAID group lose 32 end-to-end paths. If the
disk enclosure has no spare part on-site and cannot be replaced quickly, those 32 end-to-end paths will be unavailable
for a longer duration, which increases the probability that
all end-to-end paths of the triple-disk combination become
unavailable within the same time interval.
We define a variable xi to denote how many spare parts
are provided for FRUi . Then, the total unavailable time
of the end-to-end paths, caused by failures of FRUi can be
calculated as
∆tdown
= mi xi MTTRi + mi (yi − xi )(MTTRi + τi ),
i

(7)

where mi is the number of unavailable end-to-end paths
caused by failures of FRUi (see Table 6) and yi is the estimated number of FRUi failures that would occur before the
next spare pool update.
Let us assume the unit price of FRUi is bi , the annual
budget for spare provisioning is B. Then, we can establish
the following linear programming optimization model to find
out how many spares should be prepared for each type of
FRU in the coming year.
N
X

arg min
xi

mi yi (MTTRi + τi ) − mi xi τi ;

(8)

xi bi ≤ B;

(9)

i=1

s.t.

N
X
i=1

xi ≤ yi , ∀i ∈ {1 . . . N }

(10)

In this linear programming model, the objective function
is to minimize the total unavailable time of the end-to-end
paths that belong to each triple-disk combination of a RAID
group in the RBD. The two constraints are that the total
provisioning cost cannot exceed the annual budget and for
each type of FRU, the number of provisioned spares should
not exceed the expected number of failures.
The pseudo-code of the spare provisioning algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 1. At the beginning of each of year, system administrators can first check the spare pool, and find
out which FRU has no spare part. Then they can calculate
all required parameters for these unprovisioned FRUs, and
resolve the optimization model to find out those that need a
spare part. Finally, based on the optimization results, they
add the needed spare parts into the spare pool.

5.3

Continuous Provisioning Evaluation

Recall that we introduced two different ad hoc provisioning policies in Section 5.1 (controller-first and enclosurefirst). We compare the performance of our continuous provisioning model with the two ad hoc provisioning policies

Input: Current spare pool SP, replacement log and unit price of each
type of FRU, annual budget for spare provisioning B.
Output: Spare provisioning results X = [x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ].
Obtain number of spares in SP, n = [n1 , n2 , . . . , nN ];
Calculate [m1 , m2 , . . . , mN ];
Calculate [MTTR1 , MTTR2 , . . . , MTTRN ]
for i = [1, 2, . . . , N ] do
Calculate yi , the expected number of failures of FRUi ;
Add yi into Y, and MTTRi into MTTR;
Add mi into m, and bi into b;
end for
X = ResolveOptimizationModel(Y, MTTR, m, b, B)
for i = [1, 2, . . . , N ] do
if ni < xi then
Add (xi − ni ) spares FRUi in to SP;
end if
end for

in terms of data availability and provisioning cost, by using
the tool introduced in Section 3.3. We again use the Spider
I file system for the evaluation.

5.3.1

Evaluation of Data Availability

In this section, we present the evaluation results of different provisioning policies to demonstrate the effectiveness
of our optimized provisioning policy in reducing data unavailability. Note that besides the two ad hoc provisioning
policies we mentioned before, we also include the evaluation
results of the scenario when unlimited provisioning budget is
provided, which gives the lower bound for the data unavailability. Here, unlimited provisioning budget means every
individual component in the system can have a spare part
on-site. For example, in Spider I there are 96 controllers,
thus we can maintain 96 spare controllers in the spare pool
if unlimited budget were provided.
First, we present the results of the average number of data unavailability events during the 5-year operation of 48
SSUs, using different provisioning policies in Figure 8(a).
The results illustrate that at least one data unavailability
event will occur during 5 years if no provisioning policy is
used (no provisioning budget is provided). Further, the optimized provisioning policy can reduce the data unavailability
more significantly with increasing provisioning budget when
compared to the ad hoc policies.
Since one data unavailability event might cause multiple
RAID groups to become unavailable simultaneously, the volume of data that can become unavailable due to even a single unavailability event can range in the tens of terabytes.
For the Spider I file system, each RAID level 6 group is
composed of 10 1TB disks. Figure 8(b) shows the average
amount of data that might become unavailable under different provisioning policies during 5 years of operations. We
calculate this with the knowledge of how many RAID groups are affected by each data unavailability event. Similar to
the results shown in Figure 8(a), the optimized provisioning
policy can also reduce the amount of unavailable data significantly. For example, with an annual spare provisioning
budget of just $480K, the optimized provisioning policy can
protect as much as 90TB from becoming unavailable during
the 5-year operation of the storage system.
Moreover, the optimized provisioning policy also decreases
the duration of data unavailability as shown in Figure 8(c).
For the same $480K annual provisioning budget, the optimized provisioning policy reduces the duration of data unavailability for the 48 SSUs in aggregate by as much as 52%
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Figure 8: Performance comparison between different provisioning policies
(more than 20 hours) and 81% (more than 80 hours) comparts, i.e., no more spare parts will be added if what is availpared to the enclosure-first and controller-first provisioning
able is equal to what is expected to fail next year, resulting
policies.
in cost savings.
Finding 8. Optimal provisioning increases data availability significantly. In fact, as the provisioning budget increases, it continues to perform even better, getting closer to the
unlimited budget policy.

48 SSUs, RAID6 Configuration

Evaluation of Provisioning Cost

This section presents an evaluation of the cost of different
provisioning policies. First, we illustrate the total provisioning cost during 5 years using different provisioning policies,
given different annual budgets, in Figure 9. Different from
the two ad hoc policies, which try to squeeze every penny
of the budget, the cost of our optimized provisioning policy does not increase with the budget linearly. The reason
behind this is that the optimized provisioning policy allocates budget based on an accurate failure estimation and
failure dependency analysis, which are more economical and
efficient compared to the ad hoc policies.

Total Provisioning Cost in 5 Years
(100,000 USD)

120,000 Annual Budget
240,000 Annual Budget
360,000 Annual Budget
480,000 Annual Budget

15
10

5

0

Optimized

Controller−first
Provisioning Policies

Enclosure−first

Figure 9: Total provisioning cost in 5 years using different
provisioning policies.
Finally, we illustrate the cost for spare provisioning the 48
SSUs in each year using the optimized provisioning policy,
given different annual budget limits (Figure 10). Two interesting observations can be made from Figure 10. First, the
annual provisioning cost decreases year after year. This is
because many FRUs in Spider I have decreasing failure rates
(see Figure 2). Second, increasing the annual provisioning
budget does not necessarily increase the annual provisioning cost. For example, when the annual budget is increased
to $480K, the provisioning cost is almost the same as when
the annual budget is $360K. This is because the optimized
provisioning policy attempts not to over-provision the spare
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Figure 10: Annual cost for optimized provisioning policy.
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5.3.2

Finding 9. Optimal provisioning results in significant costsavings. The resulting savings can be more than 10% of the
total storage system cost over the operational life of a largescale storage system.

RELATED WORK

Storage system reliability and data availability have been
studied on several fronts. Analytical modeling, coupled with
field data analysis and fitting are among the most common
approaches. A large body of existing work focusses on building probability models for failures of disk drives and data
loss in RAID groups [3, 10, 20, 23, 27, 34]. A few existing studies have also tried to estimate the reliability of a
storage system through simulation [7, 8, 11]. In particular,
Elerath and Pecht [7] have implemented a Monte Carlo simulation for RAID 4 groups to evaluate how time dependent
failure and repair rates impact the average number of data
loss events that could occur during a given mission time.
Greenan developed a high-fidelity reliability simulator for
erasure-coded storage systems [11]. All of the simulationbased approaches focus at the component-level, i.e., disk or
RAID group failures. Our work is novel in the sense that
we take an end-to-end approach to study reliability and its
impact on the provisioning of a large-scale storage system.
As aforementioned, field data suggests that failures of other hardware components contribute to considerable percentages of storage system failures. Therefore, an end-to-end
and system-level approach is better suited to capture such
failures, and bring it bear on both initial system provisioning
as well as spare provisioning that is needed for continuous
reliable operations after deployment.

Spare provisioning optimization has been extensively studied in the industrial engineering area. Different optimization models have been proposed by a number of researchers. For instance, in order to guarantee a specific availability
metric for the system, queuing theory based approaches have
been frequently used to determine the number of spare parts that should be prepared [1, 15, 16, 17]. Besides queuing
theory, some optimization-based models [9, 32] were also
proposed in the operations research (OR) area. However,
due to the complexity of the extreme-scale distributed storage system, existing OR related spare provisioning models
cannot be directly applied or non-trivially extended. Our
optimized provisioning model relies on realistic system-level
assumptions, and accounts for respective RBD diagrams, redundancy factors for different components, different repair
times and the impact of errors To the best our knowledge,
the insights drawn from our study have not been presented
before, and are potentially useful to the community at large.
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[2] B. Behlendorf. Sequoia’s 55PB Lustre+ZFS Filesystem.
In Lustre User Group (LUG) Meeting. OpenSFS, 2012.
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Designing an extreme-scale storage system is a balancing
act to reconcile multiple decision factors. We have proposed
a two-phased design approach, namely initial and continuous provisioning that can help alleviate this situation. Initial
provisioning addresses the early stage of the procurement,
and explores the tradeoffs between cost, performance and
availability. Continuous provisioning provides a spare part
provisioning model to ensure a highly available system operational experience. Both approaches leverage the insights
gained from a detailed analysis of field operational data and
a system-agnostic provisioning tool.
Our results provide several valuable insights. We find that
the actual failure rate of disk drives is on par with vendorprovided statistics, but the time between disk failures fits
better with a join of a Weibull and an exponential distribution. We also observe that scalable building blocks play a
more dominant role in a performance-oriented HPC storage
system, than the number of disks or their capacity per unit. Ad hoc provisioning policies that have been exploited
by most supercomputer sites might not be optimal, and our
dynamic provisioning policy is able to achieve higher data
availability.
While our analysis was carried out based on a particular
extreme-scale storage system, the approach, the provisioning tool and proposed policies are generally applicable to
different storage architectures and configurations.
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